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Abstract: Traditional approach of ad-hoc geocoding for required addresses is quite time consuming
and inefficient. In this paper, we propose and examine that the company-wide operations and
addresses be geo-coded and stored in a database. As a case study, a geographical database is created
for a company with primary focus to optimize operations management. This is done by storing the
address information, the road network and a matrix containing time and distances to every address in
the database. This approach prevents a lot of potential errors with ad hoc geocoding because every
address is looked up in the database. The same goes for the time and distance matrix. Because the
time and distances are stored for the distance between every address, no computations are needed at
runtime. Results demonstrated that the proposed method improved the overall time taken starting
from registration of an address to geocoding by 50%. When a route is prepared, only a TSP
(Traveling Salesman Problem) algorithm is applied to the required addresses for the route
optimization. The proposed method is proven to be very effective to a small and medium size
company in supply chain logistics.
Keywords: Ad-hoc Geocoding, Geographical database, Time and Distance Matrix, Traveling
Salesman Problem.
standards which is commonly used in the GIS
industry. Zeiler’s focus is on the map objects and
how they can be used in a geographic database
[4]. It gives a good overview of working with
GIS but its contribution to design and
development is limited. It was proposed that the
positioning of an address is at least within in an
address segment and not just e.g. in a postal
district [5], pointing out the importance for the
end user to know what kind of precision the data
supports. Bakshi looked at geocoding precision
and focused on increasing the street segment
address precision [6]. Karimi evaluated
uncertainties in geocoded data [7]. They look at
the available data and use factors as
completeness, correctness, consistency, currency
and accuracy. In their research they test three
different geocoding engines to compare the
geocoding accuracy. The paper concludes that
there are no major differences, in accuracy,
between the geocoding engines. If the
requirement is to improve the geocoding
process, selecting another geocoding engine is
not the solution, as such a new geocoding engine
should be developed. The quality of addresses is
important and the Customer Information Quality
Committee (CIQ) has been formed to create an

1. Introduction
The term geocoding refers to the process of
finding an address location coordinates on a map
that can be performed automatically or manually
or a combination of the two. There is a limited
amount of literature covering this process from a
developer’s point of view. Crosier presented the
concepts, preparation, and process of geocoding
in ArcGIS application [1]. Murray described the
data type’s requirements for geocoding setup
and usage in Oracle [2]. Like in ArcGIS,
different match degrees can be set to increase the
number of geocoded objects. The disadvantage
of using match degrees is that the location
precision will be reduced. Studying user manuals
from applications which supports geocoding,
gives an insight into how other developers have
attempted to create a geocoding solution. Arctur
et. al. covered a broader aspect of geocoding
focusing on the design and development of
geodatabases from a whole range of different
uses among which addresses, and locations is
just one of them [3]. For a system designer with
no prior knowledge of developing GIS systems
this book gives a very good introduction into
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obstacles, this paper aims to design and develop
a geodatabase on which geocoded data is treated
and stored in such a way that it is optimized for
operational management. From a theoretical
view the optimization can be accomplished by:
1. Geocoding every address within a domain.
2. Predetermine shortest route between
addresses.
3. Segment road database to reduce graph size.
4. Save all information in one database in
which an algorithm can be applied for route
optimization.
This effort requires several programs to be
developed for combining and converting
geographical data and its properties into a format
which can be stored and manipulated in one
database. For example, every address and every
node segment should be extracted and converted
into longitude and latitude coordinates. The
extracted data should be imported into the
developed database. A program can then be
developed to find the shortest route between
every geocoded address. This is static
information in the form of distance and traveling
time, which can be pre-calculated and stored in
the database. In this way there will be no need to
use computational resources for the task. Once
all this information has been stored, an analysis
on the data can be performed on the road
segments to reduce the graph. If series of road
segments can be clustered together the
scheduling optimization can be performed on the
clusters instead on every individual node which
has to be visited. “To find the cheapest way of
visiting all the cities and returning to the starting
point”. The [9] is known as the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP), in this case the cities
are the nodes. Optimizing the traveling route
between the clusters and then within the clusters
greatly reduces the problem and the calculation
time required to solve it. Finally, a TSP
algorithm will be selected and implemented to
be used for the final operational management
optimization. The original project proposal
focuses much more on this part of selecting one
or more TSP algorithms. Due to the extent of the
project and the complexity of the TSP an
extensive analysis will not be performed. Rather
one algorithm will be selected customized and
used on the developed database.
Computerized scheduling optimization has been
one of the corner stones of computer science and
mathematics research. Programs have been
developed based on this research and are

open XML for customer information and profile
management. In this context, the Extensible
Name and Address Language (xNAL) is
interesting as well as the CIQ’s description of
their work, challenges and solutions to handle
more than 200 address formats. They came up
with a hierarchical address structure used to
exchange this type of information between
different information systems. Developing a
hierarchical address structure for the database is
quite appealing, but due to the address diversity
this type of approach have proven to be
inadequate when working with addresses in a
geographical database, as pointed out in [3]. A
legislation is covered in “Statutory Order on
Road Names and Addresses” [8]. The address
legislation is the corner stone for developing and
setting up the rules to ensure the factors as
completeness, correctness and consistency is
built into the GIS extraction program and
database. In short, this project aims to design
and develop a geodatabase on which geocoded
data is treated and stored for optimizing the
supply chain operations management.

2. Problem Statement and Scope
The case study covered in this paper examines a
windows cleaning company which manages a
fleet of employees who visit approximately
10.000 customers each month. Current logistics
is highly automated except for the part of
operations concerning the fleet management
which is manual task and highly inefficient. As a
result, resources are used inefficiently making
the company less competitive not only as a
service provider but also as workplace. When
the employed workforce is paid by piecework it
is important that conditions for carrying out their
assignment, provided by the company is
optimized. In this case transportation time,
although paid by the customer, is a factor which
the employee can not alter to increase the hourly
wages by working faster. If the company cannot
provide short travelling times the employees will
just find another employer who can. The positive
impact route automation can have on the
employees visiting the customers; can also have
a negative effect on office personal due to the
introduction of automatization which results in a
changed work flow as well as less manual work.
Software solutions for fleet management exists
in the company but it is inefficient, when several
thousand customer visits should be planned in a
very short time span. To overcome these
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database. Specifically, the use of a Zone entity
for relating the address properties instead of
building a hierarchical address structure was a
major contribution of this source. Finding
sources on how to store road networks, also
known as graphs, in a relational database turned
out to be quite a challenge. Traditionally graphs
are used in an array. As such an array can
directly be stored in a database but it is not very
suitable for data retrieval. Most literature on the
subject covers the problems with graph data
retrieval, querying and how to improve it. It does
not come with practical examples on how to
implement graphs into a relational database,
which is important for this case study when
developing a geodatabase which should be
optimized for creating and storing static data,
minimizing the computational power needed at
runtime. An example of storing Graphs in a
relational database was found in an article about
genes, proteins and metabolites by [12]. In the
study of biological systems researchers are
working with an increasing large amount of data
in the form of graphs which representation is
much like a graph representing a road network.
The author’s practical solution for handling the
data can be transferred to a road network and its
implementation in the relational database.

commercially
available.
Utilizing
these
programs in business can have a great beneficial
affect which can give the business the extra edge
in a competitive market. Even though these
programs have been around for years they have
never been able to deliver, in great extent, the
promised
scheduling
optimization
improvements. This is due to the extensively
amount of manual work by expert users to
correct data inconsistency between the different
systems required for scheduling optimization. “It
is not uncommon to have a geocoding hit rate of
under 50%” [10]. This is especially a problem if
there are hundreds if not thousands of dynamic
entities which must be manually geocoded.
Once all the entities have been geocoded a
scheduling optimization program can be applied
to the data. Finding the shortest route between A
and B can be done quite fast with the current
algorithms but the challenge is that the problem
is NP hard (nondeterministic polynomial-time
hard) and the more destinations which are added
will increase the calculation time considerably.
For example, “the exact solution of a symmetric
problem with 2392 cities was determined over a
period of more than 27 hours on a powerful
super computer” and just increasing the number
to 7397 cities increased the total calculation time
to 3-4 years [11]. Adding different kinds of
constraints will just increase the computational
time. Algorithms which generates an
approximate solution to the optimization task
has generally very good solutions which come
close to the optimum but with a lot less
computation power needed. Once the scheduling
optimization has completed the data have to be
passed on for further treatment, so it can be used
in the business operation. As the scheduling
optimization is not trivial task, there is no time
for this kind of work. As a result, some
businesses soon discover that they are unable to
get the required return on their investments and
should aboard their scheduling optimization
project. In [3], several domain data models were
presented:
• Streams and river networks
• Census units and boundaries
• Addresses and locations
• Parcels and the cadastre
• Federal land surveys
Here addresses and locations are relevant for this
case study. In the case study, the authors point
out areas the GIS database designer should be
aware off, when designing a geographic
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3. Analysis and Design
The aim is to analyse the current system for
improvements and then design and develop a
geodatabase for storing the geocoded data for
optimizing the supply chain operations. The
process of working with the geographical data is
done in the MapInfo Professional application.
Since this application does not provide adequate
geocoding tools for this project, a MapBasic
program should be developed, which then can be
executed within MapInfo Professional, to extract
the required data into a table which then can be
exported from MapInfo Professional. The
exported data then should be imported into the
developed TopSpeed database. For this an
import program should be developed in Clarion.
A program is developed to find the shortest route
between every geocoded address. This is static
information which can be pre-calculated and
stored in the database using the FloydWarshall’s All-Pairs Shortest Path Algorithm
(APSP) [13]. In this way there will be no need to
use computational resources for the task. This
algorithm will be developed in Clarion and
applied once the data have been imported into
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correctness of the data which will be extracted
and then imported into the database. An
algorithm examines every octant and all
neighboring octants containing addresses are
merged together. Once completed all clustered
addresses are assigned a town name based on a
file containing the town names and their
respective coordinates which are assumed to be
the centroid of the town. Any town that has not
been assigned a cluster of address will be
assigned to the nearest cluster of addresses
without a town name within a radius of 200
meters. Figure 2 presents the merged octants.

the database. Once all this information has been
stored, an analysis on the data can be performed
on the road segments to reduce the graph. If
series of road segments can be clustered
together, the scheduling optimization can be
performed on the clusters instead on every
individual node which has to be visited. This
type of calculation is known as the Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) which is known to be
NP hard. Optimizing the traveling route between
the clusters and then within the clusters greatly
reduces the problem and the calculation time
required to solve it. For Clustering the addresses,
a “Multi Level Clustering Approach” was used
in [13]. To solve the TSP the “Nearest Neighbor
Algorithm”, [14] is used for testing geodatabase
operational management. Figure 1 presents a
detailed architectural of this paper.

Figure 2. Octant clustering to locate the town Ørslev

4. Results and Discussion
Scheduling optimization in operations
management is all about planning the most
suitable order to visit several predefined
locations so the total travel distance and/or time
is minimized. To accomplish this, most systems
rely on the ability to geocode every address on
the route before an optimization algorithm can
be applied and the shortest route can be
calculated. Unless an error in the input, that
prevents the geocoding process from being fully
automatic. Any manual geocoding is quite time
consuming and the probability that errors will
occur is quite high. This is because the user,
most likely, is not a domain expert on the
address, and might make some erroneous
assumptions which will place the address at a
wrong location.
In operations management time is not always
available so if the manual geocoding process is
too time consuming it just can’t be used. The
consequence of this is that route optimization
cannot be performed on the address data and
potential enhancements cannot be exploited.
In this case study, a different approach has been
taken to overcome the known issues with
geocoding. Instead of geocoding the individual

Figure 1. Architecture of the developed systems
Map Analysis
The primary focus of the analysis is on the
available geographical data of the Danish road
networks and how this data can be used in a
geographical database for address lookup,
coordinate location and route optimization. The
use of multiple geographical thematic layers is
considered to improve and validate the
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screen in order to locate the specific address. In
the other instance the address did not exist in the
geodatabase because it was outside the
operational area of the company and it took the
users in average 81 seconds before they realized
this.
Adding the geocoding process to the existing
system increases the overall time for completion.
34 of the 40 test cases were geocoded
automatically and the remaining 6 had to be
manually geocoded. The geocoding process was
only done by one super user. The test case did
not contain any misspelled addresses which
would just increase the overall time for
geocoding the addresses. Stationsvej 11 was
especially difficult to geocode, as can be seen in
the high peek of Figure 3. It required additional
research in existing maps before the user could
select the correct address to be geocoded.
Isolated this example might not seem to be too
much work since in average only one minute is
used per customer for address registration and
geocoding. It might not be if the process only
contains 40 addresses, but if the process requires
hundreds if not thousands of addresses the
improved time performance can be considerable.
When comparing the whole process of address
registration and geocoding with the new system
then there is an overall improvement of 51,33%
in this test case. Even though there was a
consistent time improvement in the new system,
the lookup did have some latency because the
users increased their entry speed with the
selections.
Route Optimization
Once all the addresses in the customer database
have been assigned a geocoded address, route
optimization can be performed. In the current
system a global route has been created and
adding a new address typically takes between 3
and 5 minutes. The manual algorithm used by
the users complies very closely with the
“Nearest Neighbor Algorithm” is used in the
new system [14]. Here the automated route
process takes less than a second and since the
route is not part of a global scheme the
optimization is much better when it only uses the
tour in its calculation. Another advantage is that
user errors, which could increase the tour
considerably, are prevented as Figure 4
illustrates. Here the tour can be improved by
20,5%

addresses in the customer database a new
geographical database has been developed which
contains every address within the company’s
operational area. All the addresses stored in the
geodatabase are pre-geocoded. In this way there
is no manual geocoding and when the user has to
enter a new customer address, it will be looked
up in the geodatabase and the found address will
contain all the information required for
performing a route optimization. In this way all
the possible errors with geocoding have been
eliminated.
Getting to this stage has not been a trivial task,
as this case study shows. Allot of obstacles had
to be overcome before it was realized. Even the
user interface had its complications which
resulted in the first developed program had to be
scraped and a new approach to the design and
development had to be taken due to the sheer
amount of data which had to be handled.
Address Registration and Geocoding
The final user test was conducted with three
users of different experience and their average
times to complete a customer address
registration. The test was first conducted in the
existing system which they were familiar with.
The next test was conducted in the new system
which was integrated with the geodatabase. The
results of each test can be seen in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Average time for address completion
in the old and in the new system
In average there is a significant speed
improvement of 33,71% so looking up an
address is much faster than typing it. As of
Figure 3, it isn’t a complete improvement, but
some deviations do exist where the users in
average used much more time to find the address
then they would have used if it was just typed
into the customer database (comparing the
“Existing System” and “New System”).
The increased time used for selecting an address
occurred when the address existed in more than
15 postal districts, so the user had to scroll the
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which is optimized to handle the task. The
program was tested on a small subsection of the
database and it used a substantial number of
filters. Filters are excellent for creating
complicated data views but with a large amount
of data they add a great performance penalty.
Testing reviled that addresses which are not
included in the geodatabase caused considerable
delays in address registration. To prevent this,
the geodatabase should also contain a complete
list of potential address outside the operational
domain, so that the address can be found by the
user and the system can notify the user that the
address is not in the company’s operational area.
The geocoding program still has some areas
where it could be improved. For example, when
roads run close to each other the geocode
addresses from two different roads can overlap.
To speed up the program development the
import program is only able to import a
complete road network file with addresses.
Updating the geographical database will
probably best be accomplished by linking the
system up to a GIS system where the updates
can be done interactively by applying new layers
and manipulating existing objects. Until this
kind of link has been established, any update
requires that the whole geodatabase is deleted
prior to importing the new updated road network
with addresses. It is a common practice that the
customer can complain about the performed
work within 3 days, therefore the cleaner can be
assigned to nearby work to react to such calls.
The method is proven to be very effective in
improving operations of a small to medium size
company. Future research can cover the
geodatabase for an international region with an
extensive amount of data from each country.
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Figure 4. Example of distance improvements
from the current system to the new
Generally, the tour improvements are expected
to be much less although from the three test
cases two of them could be improved
considerably. The average improvement for
these three test cases is 14,78%. Time savings in
address registration and geocoding as well as
automated route optimization is not the only
advantage of using a geodatabase for operational
management. Using an integrated system
reduces the necessary expertise which otherwise
was required for each system which had to
handle the data. Here just one system is used,
and no additional expertise is required for
preparing the data for farther treatment in the
operational management process. This makes the
system less vulnerable to expert absence which
otherwise could stop the whole process at a
critical time period of the operational
management.

5. Conclusions
The process of geocoding is time consuming and
in an operational environment where several
thousand customer visits should be planned in a
short time span, the traditional geocoding
process is inefficient. As an alternative to ad-hoc
geocoding, a geographical database is created
with every address and its coordinates for an
operational area. Instead of creating an address
and then geocoding it, the users will look-up the
pre-geocoded address. This way, the geocoding
obstacles are eliminated for the end user. To
reduce the amount of calculation needed a
matrix is created and stored in the geographical
database containing the distance and time to
every address in the system. During the test
period with the users the solution proved to be
efficient, easy to use and the whole complexity
of the system is totally transparent to the user.
The initial focus was the route optimization and
how this could be improved and become more
efficient by creating a geographical database
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